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A phase eld approah is developed to model wetting and heterogeneous rystal nuleation of an
underooled pure liquid in ontat with a sharp wall. We disuss various hoies for the boundary
ondition at the wall and determine the properties of ritial nulei, inluding their free energy of
formation and the ontat angle as a funtion of underooling. We nd for partiular hoies of
boundary onditions, we may realize either an analog of the lassial spherial ap model or deidedly
non-lassial behavior, where the ontat angle dereases from its value taken at the melting point
towards omplete wetting at a ritial underooling.
PACS numbers: 64.60.Qb,64.70.Dv,82.60.Nh
Heterogeneous nuleation is not only a phenomenon of
lassi importane in materials siene, but also remains
one of ontinuously growing interest, due to the emerging
tehnologial interest in nanopatterning tehniques and
ontrol of related nanosale proesses [1℄. While solid-
iation of pure underooled liquids is initiated by ho-
mogeneous nuleation (the formation of small rystalline
utuations exeeding a ritial size determined by the
interplay of the driving fore of rystallization and the
interfaial free energy [2℄) the presene of foreign parti-
les, ontainer walls, and other heterogeneities typially
failitates this proess [3℄. Despite its vast tehnologial
importane, heterogeneous nuleation remains poorly un-
derstood. This deit stems from the omplexity of de-
sribing the interation between the foreign matter and
the solidifying melt.
Wetting of a foreign wall by uids/rystals has been
studied extensively [4℄ inluding suh phenomena as rit-
ial wetting and phase transitions at interfaes [5℄. Vari-
ous methods have been applied to address these problems
suh as ontinuum models [6℄ and atomisti simulations
[7℄. Despite this inventory, reent studies [8℄ address-
ing heterogeneous rystal nuleation rely almost exlu-
sively on the lassial spherial ap model, whih assumes
mathematially sharp interfaes [9℄. Here the wall-liquid
and wall-solid interations are haraterized by the on-
tat angle θ that is determined from the interfaial free
energies by Young's equation: γWL = γWS + γSL cos(θ),
where subsripts W, S, and L refer to the wall, the solid,
and the liquid respetively. Suh models qualitatively de-
sribe this system, but lose their appliability [2℄ when
the size of nulei is omparable to the interfae thik-
ness (the nanometer range, aording to atomisti simu-
lations [2, 10℄). Suh nanosale nulei are essentially all
interfae. Reent investigations show [11℄ that phase
eld theory (PFT,[12℄) an address this issue. Indeed,
PFT an quantitatively predit the nuleation barrier
for systems (e.g, hard-sphere, Lennard-Jones, ie-water)
where the neessary input data are available. We there-
fore adopt this approah to desribe heterogeneous nu-
leation. Experimentally, the details of the wall-uid in-
teration are embedded in more diretly aessible quan-
tities, suh as the ontat angle in equilibrium. It is
thus desirable to develop a model that desribes the wall
in suh phenomenologial terms. Along this line, inter-
ation between dendriti growth and wall has reently
been disussed in [13℄, while Castro addressed rystal
nuleation in a spei ase of θ = 90◦, obtained by pre-
sribing "no-ux" boundary ondition at the wall [14℄. A
more general treatment is, however, required.
In this Letter, we desribe how to implement phase
eld methods of heterogeneous nuleation with an arbi-
trary ontat angle. For simpliity, we onsider a single
omponent system, whose loal state is haraterized by
the non-onserved phase eld φ(r), dened so that 0 and
1 orrespond to the bulk solid and the liquid phases, re-
spetively. Following previous work [5, 6℄, we assume
that the interation of the wall with the solidifying sys-
tem is of suiently short range to be haraterized by
a "ontat free energy" γW (φ) that depends only on the
loal state of matter abutting the wall. Aordingly, the
free energy of the system onsists of a surfae and a vol-
umetri ontribution
Ftot =
∫
A
dAγW (φ) +
∫
V
dV
[
ǫ2T
2
(∇φ)2 + f(φ)
]
. (1)
Here A is a losed surfae bounding volume V of the
solid-liquid system. At A the system is in ontat with
the wall. The volumetri term is the standard form
found in thermodynamially onsistent formulations of
PFT [15℄. Speially, the loal free energy density, given
the temperature T , is f(φ) = wTg(φ)+[1−p(φ)]fS(T )+
p(φ)fL(T ), while the "double well" and "interpolation"
funtions have the forms g(φ) = (1/4)φ2(1 − φ)2 and
p(φ) = φ3(10 − 15φ + 6φ2). The model parameters an
be related to the solid-liquid interfae free energy, the
interfae thikness δ and the melting temperature Tm as
ǫ2 = 21/26γSLδ/Tm and w = 2
1/26γSL/(Tmδ).
2The ritial utuation (nuleus) represents an ex-
tremum of the free energy. The extremum ondition
δFtot = 0 yields the following equations
∂γW
∂φ
− ǫ2T (n · ∇φ) = 0 on A; (2)
∂f
∂φ
− ǫ2T (∇2φ) = 0. (3)
Here n is the normal vetor pointing away from the wall,
and Eq. (2) is the boundary ondition on A to Eq.
(3), whih in turn is the dierential Euler-Lagrange (EL)
equation to be satised inside the volume V .
For simpliity, we onsider rst a semi-innite system
in ontat with a wall. We label the phase eld at the
wall φ0, and in the far eld φ∞. There are three possible
extrema of the free energy in this ase: (i) stable solid in
ontat with the wall (φ∞ = 0; absolute minimum); (ii)
metastable liquid in ontat with the wall (φ∞ = 1; loal
minimum); (iii) unstable solid droplet (ritial utua-
tion) formed in metastable liquid at the wall (φ∞ = 1;
saddle point).
To advane further, we must speify the ontat free
energy γW (φ), this is, in general, based on the details of
the wall-uid interation. Thus, we now onsider two il-
lustrative hoies for our boundary onditions, and relate
these hoies to the equilibrium ontat angle.
Model A: We assume that the wall does not perturb
the struture of the planar solid-liquid interfae. Then
|∇φ| an be alulated using the one dimensional version
of the integral of Eq. (3) (at T = Tm): (ǫ
2T/2)(∇φ)2 =
f(φ) − f(φ∞) = ∆f(φ), and the normal omponent of
the gradient at the wall an be expressed as n · ∇φ =
|∇φ| cos(θ). Combining these expressions we have
n · ∇φ = [cos(θ)/(21/2δ)]φ0(1− φ0); on A, (4)
a ondition that oinides with [14℄ for θ = 90◦. The
respetive ontat free energy, obtained by integrating
Eq. (2), reads as γW (φ)−γWL = −γSL cos(θ)[2φ
3−3φ2+
1]. Given the postulated relationship between cos(θ) and
the interfaial free energies, we nd γ(φ) = γWS − γWL
at the wall-solid ontat and γ(φ) = 0 at the wall-liquid
ontat. We adopt Eq. (4) and the respetive γW (φ) in
the underooled state. Model A an thus be viewed as a
phase eld implementation of the lassial spherial ap
model similar in spirit to that by Semoroz et al. [13℄.
Model B: Alternatively, we may speify φ0 = const..
In this ase only the EL equation follows from the
extremum ondition. This restrition implies that
γW (φ0) = γ0, independent of whether solid or liquid is in
ontat with the wall. Aordingly, for planar interfaes
at the melting point, the interfaial free energies an be
expressed as γWL = h(φ0, 1) + γ0, γWS = h(0, φ0) + γ0,
and γSL = h(0, 1), where
h(φ1, φ2) =
φ2∫
φ1
dφ
[
2ǫ2T∆f(φ)
]1/2
. (5)
After some algebra, we nd cos(θ) = (γWL−γWS)/γLS =
1 − 6φ2
0
+ 4φ3
0
. The ondition that φ0 = const. sets the
degree of ordering (or disordering) of the substane abut-
ting the wall. In other words we see liquid ordering near
the wall if liquid phase is assumed in the far eld, while
a disordered solid forms at the wall if solid is assumed in
the far eld. Inspetion of the integral EL equation indi-
ates that the metastable liquid solution exists so far as
∆f(φ0) > 0, i.e., below a ritial underooling∆Tc deter-
mined by the ondition ∆f(φ0) = 0. (As φ0 approahes
the solid state, ∆Tc onverges to 0.) At lower T , there
is no time-independent solution of this type, instead a
propagating solidiation front emerges that is desribed
by the usual equation of motion for the phase eld [15℄.
This model does not onverge to [14℄ at θ = 90◦.
Our two hoies of the boundary ondition at the wall
orrespond to two distint physial situations: (a) The
"lassial" ase, when liquid ordering is negligible at the
wall, and (b) a "non-lassial" ase, where there is an
imposed order at the wall. This struture is of a spe-
i nature, as it orresponds the partiular, hosen level
of ordering as one traverses solid-liquid interfae. As
suh, this order is "ompatible" with the appearing rys-
tal struture, and will lower the nuleation barrier to the
formation of solid. While it is typial for liquids to or-
der at an abutting wall [7(), 10(b), 10(d)℄, suh ordering
may not be ompatible with the struture to whih the
liquid rystallizes [4℄, and a more detailed model would
be required. Based on these observations, we expet that
our ombined analyses of Models A and B will eluidate
many of the essential behaviors of physial systems. In
what follows, we evaluate the properties of heterogeneous
nulei in these two limiting ases, and present illustrative
model simulations for pure Ni [16℄.
The EL equation for the omposite system nuleus plus
underooled liquid has been solved by the nite element
method. The initial ondition has been reated by pla-
ing the lassial sharp interfae nuleus into the simu-
lation window after broadening its interfae by a tanh
funtion of appropriate width parameter. The simula-
tion box had the size of 30 nm × 20 nm. The equation of
motion for dynami evolution simulations was solved in
a dimensionless form using the nite dierene method
and parallel omputing on a PC luster of 120 nodes. The
spatial step was ∆x = 0.2 nm, while noise (as desribed
in [14℄), has been added to the governing equation.
Critial utuations (nulei) omputed at underooling
∆T = 35 K as a funtion of the equilibrium ontat angle
θ are presented in Fig. 1. For omparison, Fig. 2 shows
the nulei alulated for a ontat angle of θ = 61.2◦
3FIG. 1: (Color online). Struture of heterogeneous nulei in
2D vs. equilibrium ontat angle at ∆T = 35 K in Model A
(upper row) and B (lower row). From left to right θ = 37.6◦,
72.8
◦
, 107.2
◦
, and 142.3
◦
(φ0 = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8). The
ontour lines stand for φ = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. Horizontal
size is 10 nm. Coloring: red  liquid; yellow  solid. For
symmetry reasons, only the right half of the nulei is shown.
FIG. 2: (Color online). Struture of nulei in 2D at three
underoolings (∆T = 20 K, 40 K, and 90 K) in Models A
(upper row) and B (entral row), at an equilibrium ontat
angle of θ = 61.2◦ orresponding to φ0 = 1/3 and ∆Tc = 92.0
K. The ontour lines indiate φ = 1/6, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, and 5/6,
respetively. Horizontal size is 12 nm. Coloring as for Fig.
1. The free energy of non-lassial nulei (WA,B) normalized
by the sharp interfae predition (WSI) is also shown as a
funtion of underooling (bottom panel): Model A  solid;
Model B  dashed.
(φ0 = 1/3) as a funtion of ∆T . While in both models
the size of heterogeneous nulei beomes omparable to
the interfae thikness with inreasing underooling, in
Model B it happens at a far smaller underooling. It is
remarkable that while the ontat angle is approximately
onstant in Model A, in Model B it varies drastially
with underooling in Model B, and tends to 0
◦
omplete
wetting at the ritial underooling. The free energy of
heterogeneous nulei in Model A and B are also shown in
Fig. 2. For Model A, it has been alulated by integrat-
ing the free energy density dierene relative to the bulk
underooling liquid and adding the ontribution from the
wall. For Model B, the integrated free energy of the wall-
liquid system has been subtrated from the free energy
of the wall-nuleus-liquid system. It is found that the
free energies of nulei from Models A and B fall lose to
the values from the sharp interfae spherial ap model
(2D) for small underoolings where the nulei are large
relative to the interfae thikness, while lower values are
obtained at larger underoolings. In Model B, the nule-
ation barrier disappears at ∆Tc. Atomisti simulations
ould test the existene of suh a ∆Tc.
Next, we demonstrate that these models desribe wet-
ting as it is usually understood. For a orner of angle α,
there exists a ritial ontat angle θc = π/2−α/2 below
whih there is no nuleation barrier. For a right angle, or
square orner, θc = 45
◦
. At the melting point we examine
three ases in a square orner: (a) We selet a wetting an-
gle of θ = θc. An isoseles triangle rystal formed in this
orner realizes a planar solid-liquid interfae. This inter-
fae is stable, sine the apillary pressure vanishes for a
planar interfae. (b) For θ < θc, the solid-liquid interfae
is onave, and resulting in a negative apillary pressure
that inreases the melting point (Gibbs-Thomson eet),
so a rystal triangle posited in the orner must grow. ()
For θ > θc, a onvex solid-liquid interfae develops and a
rystal triangle plaed in the orner melts. Simulations
performed for retangular orner display the expeted
behavior for both models (Fig. 3).
Illustrative simulations demonstrating the power of our
approah, are presented in Fig. 4. Using Model A, with
FIG. 3: (Color online). Wetting of retangular orner by the
rystalline phase at T = Tm in Model A. From up to down
the ontat angle is 40
◦
, 45
◦
(ritial), and 50
◦
, respetively.
Time inreases to the right. Snapshots were taken at 5000,
20,000, 40,000, 60,000 and 80,000 dimensionless time steps.
(Coloring as for Fig. 1. 100×100 grid.) Similar results were
obtained for Model B.
4FIG. 4: (Color online). Phase eld simulation of heterogeneous nuleation of Ni rystals on omplex surfaes in 3D using Model
A. From left to right: on stairs, in retangular grooves, on a hekerboard-modulated surfae, and on oating nanopartiles.
[∆T = 300 K. A 400 × 400 × 200 grid orresponding to 80 nm × 80 nm × 40 nm is used. Coloring: solid-liquid interfae
(dened by φ = 0.5)  red; bulk rystal  blak; wall  yellow.℄
θ = 60◦, heterogeneous nuleation is modeled on stairs,
in retangular grooves, on a hekerboard-modulated sur-
fae, and on oating nanopartiles. Simulations of this
kind are expeted to nd appliations in nanopatterning
studies [1℄.
We have developed a phase eld methodology to de-
sribe heterogeneous rystal nuleation in underooled
liquids at walls haraterized by arbitrary ontat an-
gles. Two limiting ases have been addressed: (Model A)
Nuleation at surfaes where liquid ordering at the wall
is negligible and (Model B) where the wall-liquid intera-
tion indues partial rystalline order in the liquid (Model
B). Using the presriptions desribed above, many other
boundary onditions an be explored. Note that this ap-
proah an be applied to any system displaying a rst
order phase transition (suh as vapor-liquid). Also, this
approah an be diretly extended to existing phase eld
models of alloy and anisotropi polyrystalline systems
haraterized by further elds. The present study thus
opens up new ways for modeling heterogeneous nule-
ation in a broad variety of systems.
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